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The continued fraction expansion and infrastructure for quadratic congruence
function fields of odd characteristic have been well studied. Recently, these ideas
have even been used to produce cryptosystems. Much less is known concerning the
continued fraction expansion and infrastructure for quadratic function fields of
even characteristic. We will explore these ideas, and show that the situation is very
similar to the odd characteristic case. This exploration will result in a method for
computing the regulator for quadratic function fields of characteristic 2. Q 1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 9 Shanks introduced the concept of the infrastructure of a quadratic
number field. This was an exploration of the inner structure of an
w xequivalence class in the ideal class group. These ideas were used in 6 to
implement a key-exchange scheme in such an infrastructure. Recently,
w xStein and Williams 10, 11 have been able to extend Shanks' infrastructure
ideas to real quadratic congruence function fields and apply these tech-
w xniques to computing the regulator of these fields. In 7 a key exchange
scheme was introduced using real quadratic congruence function fields
that improved upon the one using number fields. Unfortunately, only fields
of odd characteristic were considered. It is of much practical interest to
consider the case of function fields with even characteristic. This paper will
develop the theory of the infrastructure of a quadratic function field with
characteristic 2.
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The main tool used in the study of the infrastructure for both number
and function fields is the continued fraction algorithm. Unfortunately, not
much is known concerning the continued fraction algorithm for function
w xfields of even characteristic. It was first discussed by Baum and Sweet in 2
w xand also in 3, 4 . These discussions are incomplete, however, and so they
do not extend the complete continued fraction theory. Thus, we will first
explore the continued fraction algorithm in characteristic 2.
Let k be a field with q s 2 n elements, X a transcendental element over
 .k, and K a field of degree 2 over k X which is not an algebraic extension
 .of k. The field K can be obtained by adjoining to k X an element Y
2 w xwhich satisfies the equation Y q BY s C, where B, C g k X with C
monic. We require the polynomials B and C to have the property that
2  2 . w xy q By q C ' 0 mod D does not have a solution with y g k X for
w xeach nonconstant polynomial D that divides B. If P g k X satisfies
2 X 2 X  .P q BP q C s C D for some such D, then let Y s P q Y rD and
BX s BrD. Then notice that Y X 2D2 q P 2 q BDY X q BP q C s 0, so Y X 2
X X X  X.  .q B Y q C s 0. Now, deg B - deg B , and we can repeat until we
have a B, C, and corresponding Y with the desired properties. This
condition is equivalent to Y 2 q BY q C s 0 having no singular points
 .u, ¨ g k = k.
 .  ..The completion of k X with respect to the place at infinity is k 1rX .
 . .  ..  ..  .We need k X Y : k 1rX , so we need Y g k 1rX _ k X . This is
equivalent to saying that the place at infinity, P , splits completely as`
w xP s P ? P in K. Thus we are in the ``real'' case as described in 15 . It is` 1 2
 .therefore necessary that deg B ) 1. For the remainder we will assume
 ..that this is the case. Since there are two embeddings of K : k 1rX , we
must choose one. These embeddings correspond to two solutions in k of
x 2 q x s g for some g g k. We will consider k as being represented by
the polynomial basis whose defining polynomial has smallest Gray Code
rank. We will then choose as the solution to x 2 q x s g , the one whose
binary vector representation has smallest Gray Code rank. This fixes our
embedding.
w xThis report follows very much the explanation given in 10, 11 . Many of
the results are characteristic 2 function field analogues of well known
w xtheorems given in 1, 5, 10]13, 16 . Since the proofs of these results are
similar to the odd characteristic or number field case, they have been
w xomitted. See 17 for all of these proofs in characteristic 2.
 . .2. CONTINUED FRACTIONS IN k X Y
This section will introduce results concerning the continued fraction
 . .algorithm in K s k X Y .
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w xw xLet the ring of integers of K be O . Let the order O s k X Y : O .K K
  ..For a s u q ¨Y g K, u, ¨ g k X , define its conjugate by a s
2 2 .  .u q ¨ Y q B . Then N a s aa s u q u¨B q ¨ C.
Let a s m c X i with c g k and c / 0. We can then defineisy` i i m
deg a s m .
< < ma s q
sgn a s c . m
m
ia s c X? @  i
is0
 . < <with deg 0 s y` and 0 s 0.
 . . ? @Let a g k X Y . Also let a s a and a s a . We calculate the0 0 0
continued fraction expansion of a by
1
a si a q aiy1 iy1
a s a? @i i
for all i G 1.
Now define
p s 0, q s 1y2 y2
p s 1, q s 0y1 y1
p s a p q p , q s a q q q .i i iy1 iy2 i i iy1 iy2
By induction, it is easy to see that
p a q pi iq1 iy1
a s , q p q p q s 1i iy1 i iy1q a q qi iq1 iy1
for all i G y1. From this we get that
p p a q p p 1i i iq1 iy1 i
a q s q s .
q q a q q q q q a q q .i i iq1 iy1 i i i iq1 iy1
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As usual
1pk w xs a ; a , . . . , a s a q0 1 k 0 1qk a q1 1
a q2 1
a q .3 1. . q
ak
is called the kth con¨ergent to a . Similarly,
1
w xa s a ; a , . . . s a q .0 1 0 1
a q1 1
a q2 1
a q .3 . .
 .. w xLEMMA 1. Let a g k 1rX then a s PrQ for P, Q g k X if and
only if the continued fraction expansion of a is finite.
 . w x < 2If a s P q Y rQ, where Q, P g k X , Q / 0, and Q P q PB q C
then we call a a quadratic irrational.
 2 .Let Q s Q, P s P, a s a , and Q s P q PB q C rQ. Define0 0 0 y1
the recursions
P s a Q q P q Biq1 i i i
P 2 q C q P Biq1 iq1
Q siq1 Qi
for all i G 1. Again by induction it is easy to see that
P q Yi
a si Qi
< 2 ? @and Q P q P B q C for all i G 0. Let d s Y be the polynomial part ofi i i
? . @  .Y. Now, a s P q Y rQ s P q d div Q .i i i i i
w xDefine r g k X to be the remainder when P q d is divided by Q , ori i i
 .  .in other words P q d s a Q q r , where 0 F deg r - deg Q . We theni i i i i i
get the simpler recursions
P s d q r q Biq1 i
Q s Q q a r q r .iq1 iy1 i i iy1
a s P q d div Q .i i i
r s P q d mod Q . .i i i
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i  .Let u s 1 and u s  1ra for i G 1. Then by induction u s1 iq1 js1 j iq1
 . p q a q for i G 0. Now a s P q Y rQ so 1ra s P q Y qiy1 iy1 j j j j j
.  .B rQ . Thus N u s u u s Q rQ .jy1 iq1 iq1 iq1 i 0
3. REDUCED QUADRATIC IRRATIONALS
< < < <A quadratic irrational is called reduced if a - 1 - a . Since a s
 .P q Y q B rQ, we get that a is reduced if
< < < < < <P q Y q B - Q - P q Y .
< < < <  .  .Thus, P q Y s B and sgn P q Y s sgn B . Also, the second highest
coefficient of P q Y must equal the second highest coefficient of B. So,
either
v < < < < < <  .  .B s P ) Y and sgn B s sgn P ,
v < < < < < <  .  .B s Y ) P and sgn B s sgn Y ,
v < < < < < <  .  .  .  .  .B s Y s P , sgn B s sgn Y q sgn P and sgn Y / sgn P ,
or
v < < < < < <  .  .B - Y s P and sgn Y s sgn P
< < < < < < < < < < < <and Q - B . Notice that in all cases either B G P or Y s P .
 . < < < < < <Now, let a s P q d div Q. If a is reduced then aQ s P q d s B .
< < < < < < < <Hence, 1 F Q - B and 1 - a F B .
 . < <Let a s P q Y rQ be reduced for some i G 0. Then P q Y q B -i i i i
< < < < < < < < < < < <Q - P q Y . So P q Y s a Q q P q B q Y s a Q ) Q . So,i i iq1 i i i i i i
< < < . . < < <Q s P q Y q B P q Y rQ ) P q Y q B . Notice alsoiq1 iq1 iq1 i iq1
< < < < < < < < < <that P q Y q a Q s P q d q a Q s r - Q . So P q Y q B si i i i i i i i iq1
< < < < < < < <P q Y q a Q - Q . Thus, from above, Q - P q Y . So we geti i i i iq1 iq1
that
< < < < < <P q Y q B - Q - P q Y .iq1 iq1 iq1
Hence, if a is reduced then so is a .i iq1
The following results show that, as in the odd characteristic case, the
continued fraction expansion will produce reduced quadratic irrationals.
We get a bound on when the reduced quadratic irrationals will appear and
an easy way to tell which irrationals are reduced.
THEOREM 1. Let a be a quadratic irrational. Then the a are reduced fori
all
1 1i ) max 0, deg Q y deg B q 1 . .  . 402 2
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1  .Proof. Let i G 1 be as above. Then i y 1 ) deg Q rB and so,02
< < < < 2 iy2 < < iQ r B - q . It is also easy to see by induction that q G q . From this0 i
we get
P q Y P q Y q B B 1 10 0
< <a q a s q s ) G .0 0 2 iy2 2Q Q Q q < <q0 0 0 iy1
< <Now assume that a is not reduced. Then a ) 1 since i G 1 andi i
< <a G 1 since a is not reduced. So,i i
1 1
< <a q a s q0 0 q q a q q q q a q q .  .iy1 iy1 i iy2 iy1 iy1 i iy2
1 1 1
F max , 5< < < < < <q q a q aiy1 iy1 i iy1 i
1
F .2< <qiy1
This contradiction proves the result.
THEOREM 2. Let a be a quadratic irrational and i G 0. Then a isiq1
< < < <reduced if and only if Q - B .i
LEMMA 2. Let a be a quadratic irrational. If there exists a minimal i G 10
< < < <such that Q - B , then a is not reduced.i i0 0
4. PERIOD AND SYMMETRY IN THE CONTINUED
FRACTION EXPANSION
This section examines the periodic and symmetric aspects of the contin-
ued fraction expansion. These results will aid us in producing an algorithm
to compute the regulator of K.
We say the continued fraction expansion of a is quasi-periodic if there
exist integers n ) n G 0 and c g kU such that0
a s ca .n n 0
The smallest integer n y n for which this holds is called the quasi-period.0
The expansion is called periodic if it holds with c s 1 and then n y n is0
called the period.
If a has a periodic continued fraction expansion starting at n with0
wperiod n then as usual we write a s a ; a , a , . . . , a ,0 1 2 n y 10xa , a , . . . , a .n n q1 n qny10 0 0
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1 1  .  . 4Since a is reduced for all i ) max 0, deg Q y deg B q 1 wei 02 2
< < < < < < < < < < < <know that either P F B or P s Y and Q - B for all such i. Thusi i i
the continued fraction expansion of a is ultimately periodic when k is a
finite field.
For a quadratic irrational a the period n and quasi-period m start at
the same index n . That means that the nonnegative integer n is minimal0 0
such that a s ca and a s a with c g kU. If n s 0 then wen qm n n qn n 00 0 0 0
say the expansion is purely periodic.
LEMMA 3. Let a be a quadratic irrational. If the continued fraction
expansion of a is quasi-periodic with quasi-period m then with n and c0
chosen as abo¨e, we ha¨e
a s c1q y1.mq ? ? ? qy1.ly1.ma ,iqlm i i
where i G n , l G 0 and c [ cy1. iyn 0.0 i
COROLLARY 1. Let a be a quadratic irrational:
1. If the continued fraction expansion of a is quasi-periodic with odd
quasi-period m, then it is periodic with period n and n s m or n s 2m.
2. If the continued fraction expansion of a is periodic with odd period,
then it is quasi-periodic with quasi-period m s n.
Recall that since k is a finite field, the continued fraction expansion of
a is ultimately periodic. This gives the following result.
 < < .THEOREM 3. If a is a quadratic irrational o¨er k recall k s q then the
continued fraction expansion of a is both periodic and quasi-periodic.
THEOREM 4. Let a be a quadratic irrational, then the continued fraction
expansion of a is purely periodic if and only if a is reduced.
 . w xProof. ¥ Similar to 5, Theorem 10.20 .
 .« Let a have a purely periodic continued fraction expansion. We
 .can assume without loss of generality that a is monic since if c s sgn a
then
1
y1 y1c a s c a q .0 1
ca q1 1
y1c a q2 1
ca q .3 . .
Now, cy1a is monic and is still purely periodic, also a is reduced if and
only if cy1a is.
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Let a have period k q 1 so that a s a s a . Thus, a s a p q0 kq1 k
. . 2  .p ra q q q , and q a q q q p a q p s 0. Now let b sky1 k ky1 k ky1 k ky1
w xa ; a , . . . , a , a . Then it is easy to see thatk ky1 1 0
p pXk kw xs a ; a , . . . , a , a s Xk ky1 1 0p qky1 k
and
q pXk ky1w xs a ; a , . . . , a s ,Xk ky1 1q qky1 ky1
where pX rqX and pX rqX are the convergents to b.k k ky1 ky1
 .  .  .Since a is monic, so is a and, thus, sgn p s sgn q and sgn p s0 k k ky1
 . X X X X X X  X .sgn q . Also, since p s a p q p s a p q p , sgn p sky1 k k ky1 ky2 0 ky1 ky2 k
 X .  X .  X .sgn p . Similarly, sgn q s sgn q .ky1 k ky1
Since p q q p q s 1 and pX qX q pX qX s 1 we getk ky1 ky1 k k ky1 ky1 k
 X X .  X X .  .  .gcd p , q s gcd p , q s gcd p , p s gcd q , q s 1. Thus,ky1 ky1 k k k ky1 k ky1
p pX p qXk k ky1 ks , s ,X Xsgn p sgn p sgn p sgn q .  .  .  .k k ky1 k
q pX q qXk ky1 ky1 ky1s , s .X Xsgn q sgn p sgn q sgn q .  .  .  .k ky1 ky1 ky1
Also, since b is periodic with period k q 1,
b pX q pXk ky1
b s X Xbq q qk ky1
b sgn pX rsgn p p q sgn pX rsgn q q .  .  .  . .  .k k k ky1 k ks X Xb sgn q rsgn p p q sgn q rsgn q q .  .  .  . .  .k ky1 ky1 ky1 ky1 ky1
b p q qk ks .
b p q qky1 ky1
 .2  . .So, q 1rb q q q p 1rb q p s 0.k ky1 k ky1
Now, a and 1rb both satisfy the same quadratic, so a s 1rb. Since
< < < < < < < <a ) 1, b ) 1, so a s 1rb - 1. Thus, a is reduced.k
 .From Lemma 3 and the fact that a s P q Y rQ we get:i i i
PROPOSITION 1. If the continued fraction expansion of a quadratic irra-
tional a is quasi-periodic with quasi-period m and n G 0, c g kU , then0
P s Pi iqlm
Q s c1q y1.mq ? ? ? qy1.ly1.mQi i iqlm
for all i G n and for all l G 0, where c [ cy1. iyn 0.0 i
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Notice that Y is a quadratic irrational with P s 0 and Q s 1. We would
now like to consider the continued fraction expansion of a s Y. First
? @notice that if B s Y then Y is reduced and otherwise it is not.
? @If B / Y then by Theorem 1 we know that a is reduced for all i G 1.i
Thus, the period starts at n s 1. Let n be the period so a s a .0 1qn 1
 ? @.Consider b s B q Y q Y. Now b is reduced, so it has a purely
periodic continued fraction expansion with period nX. Let its continued
w x ? @Xfraction expansion be a ; a , . . . , a . Notice that a s b s B, so that0 1 n y1 0
Xw x w? @ xX Xb s B ; a , . . . , a . Thus Y s Y ; a , . . . , a , B . So n s n . Now1 n y1 1 n y1
? @ w xY q Y s 0; a , a , . . . , a , B .1 2 ny1
From our proof of Theorem 4 we can show that
1 1
s s a ; a , . . . , a , B .ny1 ny2 1Y q Y? @b
From above we get that
1
s a ; a , . . . , a , B .1 2 ny1Y q Y? @
Thus, a s a , a s a , etc. So we have the continued fraction expan-1 ny1 2 ny2
w xsion of Y being d; a , a , . . . , a , a , B .1 2 2 1
It is now easy to deduce that 1r a s a for i s 0, . . . , n y 1. Fromny i iq1
this we get that P s P for i s 0, . . . , n y 1 and Q s Q foriq1 nyi i nyi
i s 1, . . . , n.
? @On the other hand, if B s Y then Y is reduced. Thus it is periodic
w xwith period n starting at n s 0 and a s B. So Y s B ; a , . . . , a and0 0 1 ny1
 . w x w x1r Y q B s a ; a , . . . , a , B . But Y q B s 0, a , . . . , a , B sony1 ny2 1 1 ny1
 . w x1r Y q B s a ; . . . , a , B and, thus, a s a , a s a , etc.1 ny1 1 ny1 2 ny2
w xAs above we get that Y s d; a , a , . . . , a , a , B . Similarly we get1 2 2 1
1r a s a for i s 0, . . . , n y 1, P s P for i s 0, . . . , n y 1 andny i iq1 iq1 nyi
Q s Q for i s 1, . . . , n.i nyi
THEOREM 5. If the continued fraction expansion of Y is periodic with
period n and quasi-period m, then Q g kU if and only if s s lm with l G 0.s
 . UProof. « Let Q s b g k . If s s 0 then the assertion is true. So,s
let s G 1 be the least such s. It suffices to show that s s m. We know that
Q g kU so m G s.m
We know that P s d q B and Q s d2 q dB q C. Furthermore, a s1 1 s
 .  . . < <P q Y rQ s 1rb P q Y is reduced, so P q Y q B - 1 and thuss s s s
P s d q B. Hence, a s Brb. This gives P s d q B s P and Q ss s sq1 1 sq1
 2 .  .d q dB q C rb s 1rb Q . But this says that a s ba . Since m is1 sq1 1
the quasi-period, we must have m F s. Thus, s s m.
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 .¥ Let s s lm. If l s 0 or n s m, there is nothing to show. Thus,
let n s lm where l G 2 and define c s cy1.my 1 where c is defined asm
previously.
Now for all l G 1, we know Q s c1q y1.mq ? ? ? qy1.ly2.mQ . We canm m lm
use the same result with l s l and Q s Q s 1 to show that Q g kU ,lm n m
so the result follows.
The following results show how the symmetric aspects of the quasi-period
relate to those of the period.
LEMMA 4. Let the continued fraction expansion of a s Y be periodic with
period n and quasi-period m. Then either
1. n s m odd,
2. n s m e¨en, or
3. n s 2m e¨en, m odd.
THEOREM 6. If the continued fraction expansion of a s Y is periodic with
period n and quasi-period m, then we ha¨e the following symmetries with
respect to the quasi-period:
P s P , i s 0, . . . , m y 1,iq1 myi
Q s cy1. iy1Q , i s 0, . . . , m ,i myi
1 iy1.s c a , i s 0, . . . , m y 1.iq1amy i
THEOREM 7. Let the continued fraction expansion of a s Y be periodic
with period n and quasi-period m.
1. If there exists a 1 F n F m y 1 with P s P then m s 2n s n.n nq1
Con¨ersely, if m s 2n , then P s P and n s m.n nq1
2. If there exists a 0 F m F m y 1 with Q s cXQ , where cX g kU ,mq1 m
then m s 2m q 1. E¨en, if cX s 1 then n s m. If cX / 1 then n s 2m.
Con¨ersely, if m s 2m q 1, then there is a cX g kU such that Q s cXQ .mq1 m
X  .  .Notice that c can be calculated as sgn Q rsgn Q .mq1 m
 . m y1. j ULet c m s  c g k , where c is defined as before.js0
Remark 1. 1. cX s cy1. m.
 . X  .2. If m is even then c m s c ; otherwise c m s 1.
The sequence of u will play an important role in the development ofi
the regulator. These results show how the quasi-period is related to this
value.
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COROLLARY 2. If the continued fraction expansion of Y is periodic with
period n and quasi-period m, then
U2 2N u s p q p q B q q C g k .lmq1 lmy1 lmy1 lmy1 lmy1
for l G 0.
LEMMA 5. Let the continued fraction expansion of a s Y be periodic with
period n and quasi-period m. Then, for all l G 1 there exists a constant
 . Uc l g k such thatÃ
l
u s c l u . .  .Ãlmq1 mq1
THEOREM 8. Let the continued fraction expansion of a s Y be periodic
with period n and quasi-period m.
1. If there exists a 1 F n F m y 1 with P s P thenn nq1
2
u u Qnq1 nq1 n
u s s s .mq 1 2u Q unq1 n nq1
2. If there exists a 1 F m F m y 1 with Q s cXQ , where cX g kU ,mq1 m
 .then with c m as defined abo¨e,
u u a a Qmq1 mq2 mq1 mq1 m2
u s c m s c m u s c m . .  .  .mq 1 mq1 2Q Q umq1 m mq1
i  . i  .We can now define A s  deg a . Since u s  1ra , weiq1 js1 j iq1 js1 j
 . see that A s ydeg u . Also, since u u s Q recall we areiq1 iq1 iq1 iq1 i
.looking at the continued fraction expansion of a s Y, so Q s 1 , we get0
 .  .A s deg u y deg Q .iq1 iq1 i
COROLLARY 3. Let the continued fraction expansion of a s Y be periodic
with period n and quasi-period m.
1. If there exists a 1 F n F m y 1 with P s P thenn nq1
deg u s 2 deg u y deg Q . .  .mq 1 nq1 n
s 2 A q deg Q . .nq1 n
2. If there exists a 0 F m F m y 1 with Q s cXQ , where cX g kU ,mq1 m
then
deg u s 2 deg u y deg Q q deg a . . .  .mq 1 mq1 m mq1
s 2 A q deg B . .mq1
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5. THE FUNDAMENTAL UNIT AND REGULATOR
We are now in a position to examine the fundamental unit of OU and
define the regulator. We will first state some results which will be useful in
finding the form of the fundamental unit.
THEOREM 9. Let a be a quadratic irrational. If the two polynomials
X X w x X < X X < < X < 2p , q g k X , q / 0 satisfy a q p rq - 1r q then there exist l G 0 and
w x X X  X X .r g k X such that p s rp and q s rq . Also if gcd p , q s 1, thenl l
pX s cp and qX s cq for some c g kU.l l
Remark 2. Let h s U q VY g O , where U and V are polynomials inK
w x  . Uk X . Then h is a unit in O if and only if N h g k .K
The fundamental unit can be found, as in the odd characteristic case,
through the continued fraction expansion of Y.
THEOREM 10. Let Y be as before. Then the continued fraction expansion
of a s Y is periodic and quasi-periodic. If the quasi-period is m and « s
 .p q q Y q B thenmy 1 my1
U U U :  :O s k = « s k = u .mq 1
 .Proof. We already know that « s u . We also know that N u gmq 1 mq1
Uk so u is a unit in O.mq 1
 . ULet h s U q V Y q B g O be a unit, where U and V are polynomials
w x < < < <in k X . If h s 1 we are done. So, let h ) 1. Since h is a unit,
U . <  . < < < < <N h g k and so N h s 1 s h h .
< < < < < < < < < < < <Now U q YV s h s 1r h - 1 - VB , since V G 1 and B ) 1. Also,
< <h s U q V Y q B .
s U q YV q VB .
< <s h q VB
< <s VB
< <) V ,
< <since B ) 1. This tells us that
< <U VY q U
Y q s
< <V V
< <h
s
< <V
1
s
< < < <h V
1
- .2< <V
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 . USince h is a unit we must have gcd U, V s 1, so there exists a c g k ,0
and a j G 0 such that U s c p and V s c q , or equivalently, h so jy1 0 jy1
U2 2 .  .c u . Therefore, N h s c N u s c Q g k . Hence j s lm for0 jq1 0 jq1 0 j
some l G 0.
This tells us that
h s c u0 lmq1
ls c c l u . .Ã  .0 mq1
< <If h - 1 we can use 1rh and get the same result. Thus the assertion is
proved.
 . .We are now in a position to define the regulator of k X Y . It is the
degree of the fundamental unit of OU. From the last theorem we can see
 .that R s deg u , where m is the quasi-period in the continued fractionmq 1
expansion of a s Y. Thus, R s A .mq 1
6. IDEALS IN O
The continued fraction algorithm can also act on integral ideals of O
and there is a notion of reduction similar to that for quadratic irrationals.
Towards this end we consider the following results on the set of integral
ideals of O.
THEOREM 11. A nonzero subset A of O is an integral ideal if and only if
w x < 2 wthere exist S, P, Q g k X with Q P q PB q C such that A s SQ, SP q
xSY .
We say that the integral ideal A is primiti¨ e if S can be chosen to be 1.
w xAlso, a k X -basis of an integral O-ideal can be chosen in adapted form,
w x  .  .that means that A s T , R q SY , where deg R - deg T . The polyno-
mials T , R, and S are unique up to constant factors.
w x  4Let A be an integral O-ideal with k X -basis v , v . Then A s1 2
w x  .v , v . We define the norm of A, N A by1 2
2
v v1 2 22 2s c N A B , .
v v1 2
U   ..where c g k and sgn N A s 1. The norm does not depend on the
w x w x  . 2  2 .given k X -basis. If A s SQ, SP q SY then N A s S Qrsgn S Q g
w xk X .
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Let A be any O-ideal; then
< 4A [ a a g A
is called the conjugate ideal of A.
  ..LEMMA 6. 1. If A is an integral O-ideal then AA s N A .
 .  .  .2. If A and B are integral O-ideals then N A B s N A N B .
 . U3. If A s a , where a g O, then there exists c g O such that
 .  .N A s cN a .
Two integral O-ideals A and B are said to be equi¨ alent if there exist
 .  .nonzero a , b g O such that a A s b B. In this situation we write
A ; B.
w x < 2Let A s Q , P q Y for i s 1, 2, where Q P q P B q C. Withouti i i i i i
 .  .  .loss of generality assume sgn Q s 1 and deg P - deg Q . Also leti i i
 . w x < 2  .A A s S C , where C s Q, P q Y and Q P q PB q C, deg P -1 2
 .  .  .deg Q and sgn S s sgn Q s 1. Then
S s gcd Q , Q , P q P q B .1 2 1 2
s UQ q VQ q W P q P q B .1 2 1 2
Q Q1 2
Q s 2S
Q P 2 q BP q C1 1 1
P ' P q U P q P q W mod Q .  .1 1 2  / /S Q1
w xfor U, V, W g k X .
LEMMA 7. If A and B are equi¨ alent, integral O-ideals, there exists some
 .   .. < < <  . <g g A such that g B s N B A and 0 - g F N A .
An integral O-ideal, A is called reduced if A is primitive and there
w x  4 w x < 2exists a k X -basis Q, P q Y for A with Q, P g k X , Q P q PB q C,
and
< < < < < <P q Y q B - Q s N A - P q Y . .
 .It is easy to see that this is equivalent to a s P q Y rQ being a reduced
quadratic irrational.
<  . <THEOREM 12. A primiti¨ e O-ideal A is reduced if and only if N A -
< <B .
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 . w xProof. « Let A be a reduced O-ideal. Then A s Q, P q Y , where
 .a s P q Y rQ is a reduced quadratic irrational. We know then that
< < < < <  . < < <Q - B . Since N A s Q we are done.
 . <  . < < < w x¥ Let N A - B for a primitive O-ideal A s Q, P q Y with
w x X ? . @ w X xQ, P g k X . Let P s P q P q Y q B rQ Q. Clearly A s Q, P q Y
and
XP q Y q B P q Y q B P q Y q B
s q - 1.
Q Q Q
< X < < < < X < < X . <So P q Y q B - Q . Thus we also have, P q Y s P q Y q B q B
X< < < <  4s B ) Q . Hence, a reduced basis for A is Q, P q Y .
LEMMA 8. If A is a reduced O-ideal then there does not exist any nonzero
< < <  . < < < <  . <a g A such that a - N A and a F N A .
w x w x < <Proof. We know A s Q, P q Y , where P, Q g k X and P q Y q B
< < <  . < < <- Q s N A - P q Y . Let a g A with a / 0, then there exist U, V g
w x  .  .k X such that a s UQ q V P q Y and a s UQ q V P q Y q B .
< <Since a / 0, if V s 0 then U / 0 or, in other words, U G 1 and
< < < < < < < < < < <  . <a s a . Hence, a s UQ G Q s N A and the assertion is true.
< < < < < <On the other hand, if V / 0 then V G 1. If in addition U F V then
< < < < < < < < < < < < < < <  . <UQ - V P q Y so a s V P q Y G P q Y ) N A . Similarly, if
< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <  . <U ) V then UQ ) V P q Y q B so a s UQ ) Q s N A . Thus,
the assertion holds.
7. BABY-STEPS AND EQUIVALENT REDUCED IDEALS
We can now examine the way in which the continued fraction algorithm
acts on the primitive reduced ideals of O.
w x < 2Let A be a primitive O-ideal. Then there exist P, Q g k X , Q P q
w x  .BP q C such that A s Q, P q Y . If a s P q Y rQ, then a is a
quadratic irrational and we can apply the continued fraction algorithm
to a .
Define Q , P as in the continued fraction algorithm for a . Then leti i
w x w xA [ A and A [ Q , P q Y for i G 0. We know that Q , P g k X ,1 iq1 i i i i
< 2Q / 0, and Q P q P B q C. We call each step of the continued fractioni i i i
algorithm on A a Baby-Step.
w xTHEOREM 13. If A s A s Q , P q Y is any primiti¨ e O-ideal then1 0 0
each A is a primiti¨ e O-ideal and for i G 1,i
Q u A s Q A , .  .0 i i iy1 1
where Q u g O.0 i
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 .  .Since N A s Q rsgn Q and A s A , the above result is equiva-i iy1 iy1 1
lent to
N A u A s N A A. .  . .  .i i i
So, A and A are equivalent for all i G 1.i
COROLLARY 4. In the situation of the abo¨e theorem we ha¨e that for
i G 1
w xA s Q u , Q u .1 0 i 0 iq1
We now examine the relationship between the reduction of a and the
reduction of A.
Remark 3. If in the continued fraction expansion of a s a s P q0 0
.  .Y rQ there is an i G 0 such that a s P q Y rQ is reduced then0 i i i
 4obviously A is reduced because a basis for A is Q , P q Y which isiq1 iq1 i i
reduced.
w xTHEOREM 14. If A s A s Q , P q Y is any primiti¨ e O-ideal then1 0 0
A is reduced for alliq1
1 1i ) max 0, deg Q y deg B q 1 . .  . 402 2
Notice, however, that it may be possible for A to be reduced but theiq1
basis given by the continued fraction expansion to not be a reduced basis.
Then a would not be reduced. We do have the following results though.i
w xTHEOREM 15. If A s A s Q , P q Y is any primiti¨ e O-ideal and1 0 0
A is reduced for some i G 0 then a is reduced.iq1 iq1
THEOREM 16. Let a be a quadratic irrational. If in the continued fraction
 .expansion on a s a s P q Y rQ there exists a minimal l G 0 such that0 0 0
< < < < < < < < < < < <Q - B then A is reduced and u F 1, u G Q r Q .l lq1 lq1 lq1 l 0
Not only will the continued fraction expansion produce equivalent
reduced ideals, but it will produce all equivalent reduced ideals, as shown
in the following result.
THEOREM 17. Let A s A and B be two equi¨ alent, reduced, integral1
O-ideals and g g A with
g B s N B A, .  . .
< < <  . < Uwhere 0 - g F N A . Then there exists some n G 1 and c g k such that
 .B s A and g s cN A u .n n
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Proof. We already know that such a g exists. Since A is reduced, so is1
< < < < < < < < < <a for all i G 1 and, hence, a - 1 - a . Thus u - u , u s 1 andi i i iq1 i 1
i< < < < < < < <u ) u . Since a G q for all i G 1, we see that u F 1rq . Thusiq1 i i i
 < <4 < < <  . <u is strictly decreasing and converges to 0. Since g F N A therei iG1
< < < < <  . < < <must exist some n with u - g r N A F u . Thus,nq1 n
< <u N A - g F N A u . .  .nq1 n
 .  .Since N A g A, we have N A u g A sonq1
N A u N B g N B A s g B. .  .  .  . .nq1
 .  .Thus, N A u N B s gb for some 0 / b g B.nq1
< < <  . < < < < < <  . < < <By the above we can deduce that g N B ) g b , so N B ) b .
< < <  . <Since B is reduced we must then have b ) N B . But using the
definition of b we conclude that
< <N A u ) g . . nq1
w xSince g g A, there exist U, V g k X such that
g s UN A u q VN A u .  .n nq1
g s UN A u q VN A u . .  .n nq1
< < < < < < <  . < < < < < < <If U F V then g s VN A u ) V g . So 1 ) V and thus U snq1
V s 0. This is not possible since g is nonzero.
< < < < < < <  . < < < < < < <Thus, U ) V , so g s UN A u G U g . So 1 G U . Thus U s c gn
kU and V s 0. Hence
g s cN A u . . n
  . .   ..Since N A u A s N A A we can take norms to get thatn n n
N A N u s c N A .  .  .n 1 n
for some c g OU. From above we can then deduce1
2N g s c N A N u .  .  .2 n
s c N A N A .  .3 n
for some c , c g OU.2 3
 .   ..  .Since g B s N B A we again take norms and get N g s
 .  . U  .  .c N B N A for some c g O . We deduce that N B s c N A for4 4 5 n
some c g OU.5
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 .   ..   ..   . .   ..Thus g B s N B A s N A A. Since N A u A s N A An n n n
 .and g s cN A u we finally getn
g B s g A .  . n
from which the result follows.
8. DISTANCES AND THE GIANT-STEP
Let A s A and B be two equivalent, reduced, integral O-ideals. By the1
above theorem there exists n G 1 such that B s A . We also know thatn
  . .   ..N A u A s N A A, son n n
N A u B s N B A. .  . . .n
Define the distance from A to B by
d B, A s d A , A [ deg u . .  .  .n n
 .Also put d [ d A , A .n n
Notice that the distance function is only defined between reduced,
< < < <equivalent, integral ideals. Since u ) u we know that the distanceiq1 i
function strictly increases with i. Also since d g Z, we get d G d q i.i tqi t
Thus, if d s d then A s A and if d s 0 then A s A.i j i j i i
Conversely, if A s A theni j
N A u A s N A A s N A A s N A u A . .  .  . .  .  .  . .i i i j j j
  . .   . . UHence we get that N A u s N A u and so u s «u for some « g O .i j i j
Ul .  .We know that « s c u for some c g k and l g Z so deg u smq 1 i
 .  . .deg u q lR, where R is the regulator of k X Y . Thus, if A s A thenj i j
d s d q lRi j
w xfor some l g Z. In particular, note that if A s 1, Y then d s R. Inmq 1
fact in this situation
d s d q lRlmqi i
for all i G 1, l G 0.
iy1 . < <Using the facts that u u s Q rQ , u s  1ra , and a Q si i iy1 0 i js1 j iy1 iy1
< <B , we conclude
iy2
d s deg B y deg Q q deg a .  .  .i 0 j
js1
 .for i G 2. It is easy to see that d s 0 and d G deg B q i y 2.1 i
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 . w xFrom now on let A s A s 1 s O s 1, Y . Then we have P s P s 0,1 0
Q s Q s 1, and a s a s Y.0 0
<  . < < <Since N A s 1 - B , we have that A is reduced and thus A isi
 .reduced for all i G 1 and so d is defined for all i G 1. Also Q u A si 0 i i
 .Q A from which we conclude thatiy1 1
w xA s u s Q , P q Y . .i i iy1 iy1
So A is principal for all i G 1.i
Now let B be any arbitrary primitive reduced O-ideal. Let the quanti-
ties associated with the continued fraction expansion of B be PX, QX , u X,i i i
X  .and d [ d B , B .i i
w xFor any s, t G 1 we can find an S g k X and a primitive O-ideal C
such that
A B s S C . .s t
We can then apply the continued fraction expansion to C. We denote the
quantities associated with this expansion by PY, QY, and u Y. Notice thati i i
there is no distance defined since the ideal C may or may not be reduced.
< Y < < <We know that there exists a minimal l such that Q - B , or in otherly1
words, such that C is reduced. Then notice thatl
C ; C ; S C s A B s u B ; B ; B. .  .l s t s t t
Hence C ; B. Since they are both reduced ideals there exists a n G 1l
such that C s B .l n
THEOREM 18. In the abo¨e situation we ha¨e
u YlX Xu s cu u ,n s t S
where c g kU. Further,
d X s d X q d q f ,n t s
Y .  .  .where f [ deg u y deg S g Z and 2 y 2 deg B F f F 0.l
w xProof. See 10, Satz II.5.1 .
Using the above notation, define a Giant-Step by the operation
A ) B [ B , f s C , f . .  .s t n l
So a Giant-Step consists of taking the product of two primitive ideals and
then reducing the primitive part of the product using the continued
fraction algorithm.
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The above theorem implies that if A and A are equivalent reducedi j
ideals then A ) A is a reduced ideal that is equivalent to A and A withi j i j
distance ``close'' to d q d . Thus, performing a Giant-Step allows us toi j
``jump over'' a large number of Baby-Steps. We will use this fact to
compute the regulator of K.
9. ALGORITHMS
This section gives three algorithms to compute the regulator of K. They
w xare based on similar algorithms which originally appeared in 10, 11 in the
context of odd characteristic function fields. Proofs of correctness are
identical.
A naive method to compute the regulator would be to simply start with
w xthe ideal A s 1, Y and produce the continued fraction expansion until
Q g kU. Then R s d . We call this the Baby-Step algorithm.m mq1
The second algorithm is a basic Giant-Step Baby-Step type of algorithm.
It uses Baby-Steps to produce a table of equivalent reduced ideals. Then
the Giant-Step algorithm is performed, which ``jumps over'' the sequence
of equivalent reduced ideals quickly, until we obtain an ideal that is in the
table. The regulator is then the difference in distances.
 .ORIGINAL REGULATOR GIANT-STEP BABY-STEP ALGORITHM.
input: q s 2 n, B, C
output: R
3 1r2.degB .? @1. Put c [ and s [ c q .0 02
2. By developing the continued fraction expansion for a s Y, com-
 .pute A and d for i s 1, . . . , s starting with A s 1 s O. Store them ini i 1
the form
A , d s N A , P , d . .  . .i i i iy1 i
U  .If Q g k for a minimal 1 F j F s y 1 then R s d ; return R .j jq1
3. B [ A ; f [ 0; d X [ d ; j [ 0.1 s 1 1 s
4. do
j [ j q 1;
B , f [ A ) B ; .jq1 jq1 s j
d X [ d q d X q f ;jq1 s j jq1
4   4.while B f A , A , . . . , A .jq1 1 2 s
 45. We have B s A g A , A , . . . , A and thenjq1 i 1 2 s
R [ d X y d ;jq1 i
 .return R .
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We now examine the conjugate of an ideal as follows. If A si
w xQ , P q Y then the conjugate isiy1 iy1
w xA s Q , P q B q Yi iy1 iy1
w xs Q , P q a Q q Yiy1 i iy1 iy1
w xs Q , P q Y .iy1 i
PROPOSITION 2. Let m be the quasi-period of the continued fraction
expansion of a s Y.
1. A s A for i s 1, 2, . . . , m q 1.i myiq2
Ä  .2. If we set d [ d A , A s d we get for i s 1, 2, . . . , m q 1;i i myiq2
ÄR s d q d y deg Q . .i i iy1
The third algorithm utilizes symmetry and conjugate ideals to effectively
double the size of the stored table. This is the most efficient algorithm
presented.
 .OPTIMIZED REGULATOR GIANT-STEP BABY-STEP ALGORITHM.
input: q s 2 n, B, C
output: R
3 11r2.degB .? @ ?  . @1. Put s [ q and T [ deg B q 1 .2 2
2. By developing the continued fraction expansion for a s Y, com-
 .pute A and d for i s 1, . . . , s q T starting with A s 1 s O. Storei i 1
them in the form
A , d s N A , P , d . .  . .i i i iy1 i
 .If P s P for a minimal 1 F n - s q T then R s 2d y deg Q ;n nq1 nq1 n
 .return R .
 .  .If Q rsgn Q s Q rsgn Q for a minimal 1 F m - s q Tm m mq1 mq1
 .  .  .then R s 2d y deg Q q deg a ; return R .mq1 m mq1
 . X3. B , f [ A ) A ; d [ 2d q f ; j [ 1.1 1 s s 1 s 1
  4  4. 4. while B f A , A , . . . , A j A , A , . . . , Aj 1 2 sqT 1 2 sqT
B , f [ B ) B .jq1 jq1 1 j
d X [ d X q d X q fjq1 1 j jq1
j [ j q 1.
4
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 4  45. We have B s A g A , A , . . . , A j A , A , . . . , A .j i 1 2 sqT 1 2 sqT
 4 X  .If B s A g A , A , . . . , A then R [ d y d ; return R .j i 1 2 sqT j i
X 4  .If B s A g A , A , . . . , A then R [ d q d y deg Q ;j l 1 2 sqT j l ly1
 .return R .
10. RUNNING TIME AND IMPLEMENTATION
Let hX be the ideal class number of O and let h be the divisor class
number of K. Also let g be the genus of the curve Y 2 q BY s C. Then it
w xappears that a result of Schmidt 8 also applies here:
h s RhX .
w xFrom 14, Proposition III.7.8 we can see that K is an Artin]Schreier
extension and that
g F deg B y 1. .
 w x.  .It is well known see 14 that the L-polynomial, L t , of K satisfies
 .1. L 1 s h.
 . 2 g  .2. L t s  1 y a t , where a , . . . , a are algebraic integers.is1 i 1 2 g
< < 1r2  .3. a s q for i s 1, . . . , 2 g this is the Hasse]Weil theorem .i
2 g 2 g .  .’ ’Thus, q y 1 F h F q q 1 and we conclude that h s
 degB .. XO q . Since h s Rh , we get
R s O qdegB . . .
 .  .  .  .Now, notice that deg B q i y 2 F d F i y 1 deg B for all i G 2.i
 .  .Since R s d , we then get Rrdeg B F m F R y deg B q 1, so m smq 1
 .O R . Finally, we conclude
m s O qdegB . . .
Thus, the optimal choice for the number of Baby-Steps and Giant-Steps is
O f O q1r2.degB . . .
Now, all operations in a Baby-Step and Giant-Step are polynomial
operations performed in k. We know also that all polynomials involved in
1 .  .these operations are bounded by deg B or deg C . Thus, the complexity2
 .of a Baby-Step and of a Giant-Step is bounded by a polynomial in log q ,
 .  .deg B , and deg C .
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So the total complexity to find R is
O q1r2.degB .q« .
polynomial operations.
Tables I and II give the times to find the regulators of quadratic
2  n.function fields defined by Y q BY s C over GF 2 for various values of
n between 2 and 10. For all function fields, the degree of the polynomial C
was 3 and the polynomial was constant for all trials with a given field size
2 n. The routines were written in C on a SPARC 20 running SunOS 4.1.4.
 .The column n gives the degree of the field extension, deg B gives the
degree of the polynomial B, Opt. G.B. gives the time to perform the
Optimized Giant-Step Baby-Step algorithm, Baby gives the time to find the
regulator using just the Baby-Step algorithm and no information about
symmetry, R gives the regulator, and m gives the quasi-period of the
continued fraction expansion.
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TABLE I
Times for Computing Regulators Using Baby-Step and Optimized Giant-Step
Baby-Step Algorithms
 .n deg B Opt. G.B. Baby R m
2 3 0.01 s 0.01 s 24 18
2 4 0.01 s 0.01 s 10 7
2 5 0.01 s 0.01 s 27 12
2 6 0.01 s 0.02 s 50 30
2 7 0.24 s 0.84 s 1622 1214
2 8 0.42 s 3.84 s 9078 6764
2 9 0.88 s 18.36 s 36 111 27 150
2 10 2.15 s 4.49 s 10 221 7 636
2 11 4.8 s 1 m 6.05 s 113 535 84 954
2 12 10.46 s 12 m 11.59 s 1 193 199 894 728
2 14 1 m 14.58 s 12 h 30 m 57.85 s 62 150 892 46 614 415
2 15 1 m 39.07 s 9 h 26 m 54.31 s 44 190 784 33 144 168
2 15 1 m 25.89 s 2 h 7 m 34.09 s 9 914 639 7 441 130
2 16 3 m 17.77 s 12 h 54 m 46.49 s 57 561 629 43 173 458
2 16 2 m 57.37 s 6 h 23 m 0.46 s 28 494 758 21 373 264
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TABLE II
Times for Computing Regulators Using Baby-Step and Optimized Giant-Step
 .Baby-Step Algorithms Continued
 .n deg B Opt. G.B. Baby R m
3 4 0.10 s 0.16 s 341 296
3 6 0.14 s 0.24 s 591 514
3 8 7.25 s 2 m 12.75 s 225 214 196 672
3 10 1 m 15.01 s 3 h 4 m 50.21 s 15 088 794 13 203 808
3 10 1 m 20.38 s 8 h 1 m 14.01 s 39 603 476 34 655 407
4 3 0.03 s 0.03 s 109 100
4 4 0.04 s 0.06 s 163 156
4 5 0.82 s 0.98 s 2 236 2 088
4 6 6.73 s 1 m 9.73 s 126 240 118 481
4 7 35.93 s 2 h 59 m 2.71 s 16 964 951 15 904 783
4 7 32.03 s 56 m 5.76 s 5 576 825 5 228 167
4 8 2 m 47.63 s 2 d 14 h 38 m 54.88 s 317 911 602 298 042 663
4 8 2 m 18.03 s 6 h 0 m 3.49 s 30 394 684 28 494 664
5 4 1.41 s 4.41 s 8 424 8 154
5 6 59.54 s 41 m 33.38 s 4 014 324 3 888 694
5 6 1 m 1.38 s 34 m 29.46 s 3 206 647 3 106 044
6 3 0.36 s 0.40 s 1 239 1 211
6 4 6.23 s 1 m 9.63 s 153 898 151 425
6 5 52.55 s 18 m 6.77 s 1 927 877 1 897 221
6 5 55.26 s 1 h 31 m 48.29 s 9 718 005 9 565 921
10 3 45.88 s 8 m 4.78 s 1 027 173 1 026 169
10 3 48.37 s 3 m 33.5 s 508 172 507 648
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